Reaction times (RTs) of 14 normal subjects were examined in two tasks; the extension of the right middle finger, or of the right toe or the vocalization responding to the sound stimulation (single tasks), and the simultaneous responses of the two mentioned above (simultaneous tasks). RT of each part was longer on the simultaneous response than on the separate one. Slowing of the vocal response combined with the foot was larger than that with the hand and slowing of the foot with the vocalization was larger than that with the hand. The results were interpreted as indicating that the slowing of RT in the simultaneous responses should occur at the levels of the premotor associations, including the basal ganglia and cerebellum, but not at the level of the motor cortex. reaction time; simultaneous performance; motor cortex; somatotopy Recent studies indicated that, when a human performed more than one task simultaneously, the efficiency of his performance decreased.
Recent studies indicated that, when a human performed more than one task simultaneously, the efficiency of his performance decreased.
The decrease of efficiency on dual task performance or the intertask interference differs systematically depending on the cerebral localization of the control centers involved, and the degree of interference is an inverse function of the functional distance between the cerebral control centers (Kinsboune and Hicks 1978) . The interference occurs not only between psychologically different tasks, but also between the responses made by somatotopically different parts (Nakamura et al. 1981) . The site at which the interference occurs in the CNS has not been known. If the functional distance could be simply superimposed on the topography of the motor cortex (Penfield and Rasmussen 1952) , the degree of interference in the simultaneous responses of two parts of the ipsilateral body would be in proportion to the distance between the cortical efferent zones projecting to these two parts.
In this study of simple reaction time (RT) experiment, we examined the interference effect observed between different parts of the body, i.e., the right hand, the right foot and the speech organ, when they responded separately or simultaneously.
An attempt was made to analyze whether the somatotopical space on the motor cortex corresponded to the functional cerebral space.
The experiment was performed on 14 right-handed laboratory staff, 8 male and 6 female, aged 20 to 44 years.
The experimental procedure was already reported in detail (Nakamura et al. 1981) . In short, the subject responded to the peep sound after a warning signal with extension of right fingers or toes, or with vocalization.
With the response, a switch made between a small metal knob taped on the middle finger or the first toe and a metal plate, yielded an off signal. The vocal response was detected by an unidirectional microphone.
Both the off signal and vocal response were displayed on a memoscope triggered by the stimulus onset.
The tasks were as follows : 1) single tasks; the extension of the right finger, that of the right toe, or the vocalization, "Pa", and 2) simultaneous tasks; the extension of the right finger with the vocalization, that of the right toe with the vocalization, or that of both the right finger and toe. The means of RTs were calculated for 20 trials in each task. Table 1 shows the mean and s.D, of RTs in all subjects. The differences of RTs between the single and simultaneous tasks were calculated in each subject, subtracting RT of a single task from RT of a simultaneous task.
RTs of the hand, the foot, and the vocalization were longer on the simultaneous tasks than on the single tasks (hand vs. hand with vocalization, t=5.13, p<0.001; foot vs, foot with vocalization, t=4.00, p<0.01; hand vs. hand with foot, t=4.14, p<0.01; foot vs. foot with hand, t=2.98, p<0.05; vocalization vs. vocalization with hand, t=2.78, p<0.05; vocalization vs. vocalization with foot, t= 5.10, p<0.001).
Slowing of the vocalization with the simultaneous foot response was larger than that with the hand (7.3 msec t=3.36, p<0.01).
Slowing of the hand response with the vocalization was larger than that with the foot (10.1 msec t=3.04, p<0.41), and slowing of the foot response with the vocalization was larger than that with the hand (7.1 msec, t=2.53, p<0.05).
If the degree of interference of the simultaneous tasks could depend on the somatotopical distance of the cortical efferent zones, the interference effect of the simultaneous vocalization should be larger on the hand response than on the foot, and that of the foot response larger on the hand response than on the vocalization.
However, the present results did not provide support for this hypothesis. Based on a current sketch of a major information flow in the CNS during generation of the voluntary movement (Allen and Z'sukahara 1974), it is assumed that the interaction between two simultaneous performances occurs at the levels of the premotor association areas of the cerebral cortex, the basal ganglia and the cerebellum, but not at the level of the motor cortex. 
